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Stage 12
Kid Wonder and the Sticky Skyscraper.

Chapter One
1. Why were Kid Wonder and Grandpa behind bars in the Prison? (page 3)

They were visiting Governor Turnkey

2. What did Governor Turnkey boast about? (page 7)

He was boasting that he had made the Slippery Shadow and his men reform so that they had become good.

Chapter Three
3. What were the Slippery Shadow and his gang making and what were they for? (page 15)

They were making building blocks for Trumpet Tower

Chapter Five
4. What happened when the central heating was turned up full in Trumpet Tower and how did this affect the police force? (pages 26 - 29)

The heat made the toffee building blocks melt and turn into a river of sticky goo. The police cars skidded into the goo and got stuck. When the police jumped out of their cars they ended up covered in goo too. When the goo cooled it set hard and the police turned into living statues.

Chapter Seven
5. What was Kid Wonder's plan to catch the gang? (pages 42 - 45)

She chewed lots of bubble gum to make the world's biggest bubble gum bubble. Then she aimed it at the gang and trapped them inside.

Chapter Eight
6. What was Kid Wonder thinking about when she asked Grandpa the serious question? (page 55)

She was wondering if the Slippery Shadow and his gang could ever 'change their spots' to stop being evil and become good.